Let ax < a2 < ■ ■ ■ < an be a finite sequence of positive integers. R. L. Graham has conjectured that max,
P" = P"(kt,k2,...,km). In this note we consider the following conjecture of R. L. Graham [1] . Let a, < a2 < ■ ■ ■ < an be a finite sequence of positive integers. Then m&xIJ{ai/(a"aJ)} > n.
This conjecture has attracted many investigators and has been verified in the following special cases:
(a) a¡ is square-free for all i (Marica and Schönheim [2] ).
(b) a, is prime (Winterle [3] ).
(c) n is prime (Szemerédi [4] ).
(d) n -1 is prime (Vêlez [4]).
Vêlez [4] also considers another conjecture of Graham as to the form of those sequences for which equality is achieved and shows that this second conjecture implies the title conjecture.
Here we prove two generalizations of Winterle's result (b).
Parti.
Theorem I. If A is the sequence ax < a2 < • • • < an, where ak= p, a prime, for some k andp ^ (a¡ + aß/2, 1 < / < y < n, then max [a¡/ (a¡, af)} > n.
Proof. We assume that ma\¡j{a¡/(a¡, a/)} < n so that «"<("-OK-/') <(«" OPLet ß be the subsequence è, < 62 < • • • < 6r consisting of all terms in A not divisible by p. Since we may assume that the g.c.d. of the terms of A is 1, B is not empty and br < n -1. We define a mapping T by 7"(¿>,) = Ph\b,■ -p\, where h is the largest nonnegative integer such that Ph\b¡ -p\ < (n -\)p. Since \b¡ -p\ < n -1, /. is always positive, hence /?17"(£»,-) for all b¡. Since (p, b¡) = 1 and (|¿(. -p\, b¡) -1, we have (6,., 7(6,)) = 1 for all b¡. Also, if T(b¡) < « -1, then />r(Z>,) < (n -\)p, which contradicts the definition of T(b¡). Thus T(b¡) > n for all b¡. These two results imply that T(b¡) is never a term of the sequence A. Now assume that T(b¡) = T(b). Then ph\b¡ -p\ = pk\bj -p\ for some h and k. Since p does not divide either \b¡ -p\ or |6--p\, we see that h = k and so b¡ -p = ± (bj -p). Since the minus sign contradicts the hypothesis, we must have b¡ = by We now define F (a/), for each a,G A, as follows:
Then p\F(a¡) < (n -\)p for all a¡ G A. Also, since T is 1-1 and never maps bj into A -B, it follows that F is 1-1. Hence \A\ < n -1; this contradicts the fact that |/1| = n and so completes the proof.
Corollary 1 (Winterle).
Given the sequence ax < a2 < ■ ■ ■ < an, where ax = p, a prime, then max¡j{a¡/(a¡, aß] > n. Corollary 2. Given the sequence ax < a2 < ■ ■ ■ < an, where ak = p and ak+x > 2p,for some k, p a prime, then max¡J{ai/(a¡, a/)} > n.
Proof. In both corollaries it is clear that p ^ (a¡ + af)/2 for 1 < i < / < n.
Part II. If we omit the condition of Theorem 1 that p i= (a¡ + a)/2, 1 < / < / < n, we can still show that the conjecture is "ultimately" true in the following sense.
Given a finite sequence of positive integers kx < k2 < ■ • • < km where kj = p, a prime, for some I and km < n, consider the set of all positive integral multiples of kx, k2, . . . , km which are < n. Denote these multiples by ax < a2 < ■ • ■ < aq. Define Pn to be a set consisting of the integers ax < a2 < • • • < aq < aq+x < • • • < aq + r, where r is maximal such that n < aq+x and max,v{í2,/(<2" af)} < n. Thus Pn = Pn(kx, k2, . . . , km). Then we have Theorem 2. (a) \P"\ > nfor at most finitely many n. Note. This implies n~l\IJn\ < d(I2) + (kxk2 ■ ■ ■ km)/n, 2 < j < kx. We need four lemmas. 
Proof.
(1) Regroup terms of d(I¿)B, taking first those without p, then those with/?. Sincep is relatively prime to all k¡, \/p may be factored from each term in the second group to leave a term identical to one in the first group but with opposite signs except for the first term.
(2) Regroup as above. This time <j>(p)/p may be factored from each term in the second group. 
